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ABSTRACT
Many researchers using the SAS® System software receive data sets with incomplete data or data errors. Data
cleaning can become an extremely tedious task for the Coordinators who must return to medical records or case
report forms (CRFs) if the data managers list errors by variable. Instead it is easier for Coordinators to clean data
when errors are listed by subject across all CRFs. Our series of macros encompass a step-by-step process that allow
for error searching by variable, while outputting errors by subject.

INTRODUCTION
Before researchers can analyze their data it is necessary to clean the data. This process involves intensive
communication between data managers and Study Coordinators and is a crucial step before undertaking data
analysis. Coordinators receive reports of data errors from data managers and must return to the CRFs or medical
records to check and potentially correct errors identified by logic checks within or across forms and by checks for
missing data. Typically, such errors are reported by variable; however, this is very cumbersome for Coordinators who
must then check one variable at a time across subjects. We have constructed a series of macros that allow data
managers to find errors by variable in a given data set and output the errors by subject for the Study Coordinators.
The study that gave rise to this need, the Consequences of Prolonged Febrile Seizures in Childhood (FEBSTAT), is a
prospective multicenter study designed to address the relationship between febrile status epilepticus and the
subsequent development of mesial temporal sclerosis and mesial temporal lobe epilepsy. Ultimately a total of 200
children ages 1 month to 5 years presenting with a febrile seizure lasting 30 minutes or more will be recruited and
followed over time. The data collection effort is large, with 9 forms at baseline, 5 forms at one month, and 5 forms at
one year, together adding up to approximately 200 pages of forms. The number of forms and variables makes data
cleaning by variable and not by subject, tedious and overly time consuming for Coordinators, and itself prone to error.
This gave rise to the creation of the data cleaning approach by subject described here.
Our procedure enhances the %split1 Macro, introduced by Selvaratnam Sridharma at the SUGI 28 Proceedings, and
a macro returning the number of observations in a data set, introduced by Jack Hamilton at the SUGI 26
Proceedings. Combined, these macros can divide larger data sets into smaller data sets, count the number of errors
in each of the smaller data sets, and eliminate data sets without errors. Then, through the addition of a final merge,
data managers can focus on subjects with errors using a data structure that is convenient for the Study Coordinators.

MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Imagine a data set, o.demo (Figure 1), containing the following information for four children: idnum, sex, income
(parental income), age (in years), weight (in pounds), and height (in inches). Missing information is apparent when
the value of the response is -999.

idnum
1p1
1p2
1p3
1p4

sex
0
1
0
0

income
1
-999
-999
2

age
5
4
-999
4

weight
-999
45
37
40

height
-999
40
38
42

Figure 1: Dat set o.demo, prior to applying macros
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The %miss Macro
This macro is designed to identify missing information by variable and then create a new data set, &data, for each
variable, &a.
%macro miss(data,a);
data &data; set o.demo(keep = idnum &a);
if &a = -999;
proc sort data = &data;
by idnum;
run;
%mend miss;
%miss(set1,sex);
%miss(set2,income);
%miss(set3,age);
%miss(set4,weight);
%miss(set5,height);
The %miss macro created five different data sets with two variables, idnum and &a, from o.demo. Since the
variable sex has no missing data, we expect the sex data set to have no observations. It is easy to see this here
because o.demo has four subjects and five meaningful variables. However, a typical data set would be composed of
more variables and more subjects, making it difficult to point out missing data at first glance. Since our interest is to
merge these data sets, having a data set with no observations could be problematic. Instead of manually looking for
those data sets with observations, we designed a macro, the %obs macro, to delete data sets with no observations
and keep those data sets with observations. The retained data sets are referred to as V&i, where i represents the
number assigned to each data set created by the %miss macro. It is important to note that the data sets containing
observations are being stored in a common library other than the library where o.demo is located; we chose the
“work" library to be our common library.

The %obs Macro
%macro obs(data,i);
%let dsid=%sysfunc(open(&data));
%put dsid=&dsid;
%let hasobs=%sysfunc(attrn(&dsid, any));
%put hasobs=&hasobs;
%if &hasobs=0 %then %do;
%let rc=%sysfunc(close(&dsid));
%put rc=&rc;
%end;
%if &hasobs=0 %then %do;
proc datasets library=work memtype=data;
delete &data;
run;
quit;
proc datasets library=work details memtype=data;
run;
quit;
%end;
%else %do;
%let rc=%sysfunc(close(&dsid));
%put rc=&rc;
%if &hasobs ne 0 %then %do;
proc datasets library=work memtype=data details;
change &data=V&i;
run;
quit;
%end;
%end;
%mend obs;
%obs(set1,1);
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%obs(set2,2);
%obs(set3,3);
%obs(set4,4);
%obs(set5,5);
The above macro, %obs, consists of a series of macro functions which we have denoted as, dsid, hasobs, and rc.
The macro variable dsid opens all the data sets created by the %miss macro and assigns them a data set id;
hasobs verifies whether the opened data sets contain observations; and rc closes the data sets specified by
hasobs. If the data set specified by dsid has no observations, hasobs takes a value of 0. If the data set has
variables and no observations, or neither variables nor observations, it takes a value of -1. If the data set has both
variables and observations, it takes a value of 1. However, for our scenario, hasobs will only take on a value of 0 or
1.
This step is then followed by a series of %do loops. In the first loop, rc, closes the data sets with no observations
and, via a the DATASETS procedure, these closed data sets are deleted. At the end of this loop, only those data
sets with observations remain in the work library. In the second loop, rc closes the data sets that contain
observations, and via a PROC DATASETS step, these data sets are renamed and saved to the work library. The
resulting data sets (V2-V5) are now ready to be merged (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Data sets (V2-V5) created by the %obs macro
Our next macro, the %merge macro, was designed to merge the data sets, V2-V5, by idnum. A DATA step would
be a practical method to carry out this task. However, keeping in mind that we typically work with numerous data sets,
we used the SQL procedure to merge the data sets (a response to a posting on
http://www.listserv.uga.edu/archives/sas-l.html).

The %merge Macro
%macro merge(b);
proc sql noprint;
select MemName Into:mylist Separated By ' '
from Dictionary.Tables
Where Libname = 'WORK'
And Memtype = 'DATA';
quit;
proc format;
value corr
. = "Correct";
run;
data &b;
merge &mylist;
by idnum;
format _numeric_ corr.;
run;
quit;
proc datasets library=WORK memtype=data;
save &b;
run;
quit;
%mend merge;
%merge (missing);
There are several important things to note about the %merge macro. First, all the data sets created by %obs are
saved in the work library which must not contain data sets other than those needed to be merged. Thus, the
%merge macro consists of a PROC SQL step that allows SAS to create a table with a list of all the data sets that
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exist in the work library. Once the list is created, &mylist, SAS merges all the data sets on the list by idnum.
Second, the resulting data set created by %merge, which we denoted as missing, is a single data set that contains
all of the subjects for whom missing data exist. We expect missing to contain three subjects (1p1, 1p2, and 1p3)
and five variables (idnum, income, weight, age, and height). However, not all subjects will have missing data for the
same variable. The data set missing will display a period (.) for the subjects that had no missing data for a particular
variable (see Figure 3). By applying the corr format, the word “Correct” will be displayed in place of the period. This
will indicate to the Coordinators that there were no errors found for this variable for this subject (see Figure 4).

Figure 3: Data set missing before applying the corr format

Figure 4: Data set missing after applying the corr format

In order to split this data set into three smaller sets, we designed the %split1A macro, which is an adaptation of the
%split1 macro.

The %split1A Macro
%macro split1A();
data _null_;
if 0 then set missing nobs=count;
call symput('numobs',put(count,8.));
run;
data %do J=1 %to &numobs; missing_&J %end; ;
set missing;
%do I=1 %to &numobs;
if %eval(&i-1)<_n_<= %eval(&I)
then output missing_&I;
%end;
%do I=1 %to &numobs;
data missing_&I; set missing_&I;
call symput("b",idnum);
proc print data = missing_&I;
title1 Missing Data For Idnum = &b;
run;
quit;
data o.missing_&b; set missing_&I;
run;
%end;
%mend split1A;
%split1A();
The %split1A macro begins by counting the number of observations in the large data set, missing. The large data
set with &numobs observations is split into &numobs smaller data sets each with a single observation.
Now that we have created a data set by subject, our split macro proceeds by outputting each data set via the PRINT
procedure. This macro is then finalized with a DATA step where each data set is saved in a common library. The
final output and each data set are named using the subject’s idnum, missing_1p1, missing_1p2, and missing_1p3
(see Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Data sets created by the %split1A macro

LIMITATIONS
This series of macros is not designed for data sets with repeated observations, however, it is possible to modify such
data and apply these macros. If the data set contains multiple references to the same subject, a variable that is
unique for each observation could be created. By creating unique variables, our series of macros will then apply.

CONCLUSION
Our series of macros, %miss, %obs, %merge, and %split1A encompasses a step-by-step process that allows the
data manager to search for errors by variable while outputting the errors by subject. Thus, our macros maximize the
efficiency of the data cleaning process for both data managers and Study Coordinators.
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